
The Bundle Desk, designed by Thor ter Kulve, is a new take on the 

traditional trestle. Incredibly simple to take apart, store away or even 

set up outside on a sunny day, the Bundle Desk is ideal for those who 

desire more flexibility and mobility from their workstation.

Bundle Desk
the portable trestle table

Choose from one of our 
standard sizes - free

Customise your desk with our 
Tailoring Service - £120 (ex vat)

The Bundle Desk comes in a selection of standard sizes to fit a range of needs. We’ve found that making 

the best use of workspace is key to maximising your efficiency. Sometimes standard dimensions don’t 

quite fit – so for any in-between sizes, you can make use of our Tailoring Service. If you have a custom 

dimension in mind that fits within the specified size range, we’d be happy to arrange this for you. 

A tailoring fee of £120 (EX VAT) will apply.

Your desk to your requirements

Designed by:

Thor ter Kulve
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Choose from one of our standard sizes - free

Customise your desk with our Tailoring Service - £120 (EX VAT)

Choose from any width and any length listed below

Choose any width and any length between the min and max dimensions specified below 

A

B 

width length height

700 1500 750

800 1700

1900

width length height

850 1700 750

The smallest 1500mm long Bundle Desk is the most compact 
option but still roomy enough the most space hungry user. 
Jump up to the 1900mm version and spoil yourself with an 
enormous work area!

An alternative size of 850mm wide by 1700mm long is also 
available.

Dimensions in mm

Dimensions in mm

Dimensions in mm

min                                          max

width 700                                          800                                                

length 1400                                        1900

We offer the Bundle Desk in any size within a set range 
of dimensions for a fee of £120 (ex vat). You can enquire 
for a Bundle Desk at any width and length within the set 
dimensions.

By bringing multiple Bundle Desks together you can make larger 
workbenches, perfect for seating teams or groups. 
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The design of the trestle is inspired by Japanese joinery 

techniques and consists of 5 pieces held together by clever 

slots and compression fittings. 

All Opendesk furniture is made from quality, FSC-certified 

baltic plywood. 

Neat features

Quality materials

Bundle Desk
extra product information

Opendesk offers a dedicated service to help deliver your project.
To learn more please get in touch via enquiries@opendesk.cc
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Select designs Request quotes Choose your maker Receive your furniture

Browse and add designs to your 
basket or get in touch for help

Get quotes from local makers in your 
area within two business days

Choose the local maker’s quote that 
works best for you

How it works

Get furniture delivered to your door 
in 2-4 weeks, direct from your maker

Birch Plywood


